Shoshana Kleinman
1 review
Positive: Professionalism, Responsiveness
Katrina is the best! She was our real estate agent when we bought our North Scottsdale home. She was
highly recommended to us and we are so thankful that we were able to work with her. She is so
professional, responsive, patient and went above and beyond to make us happy. We ran into an
unexpected roadblock on one house that we put an offer on. Katrina navigated the issue for us and then
found us our home that was an even better fit in the area we wanted. We recommend her to all our family
and friends who are buying or selling a house in the Phoenix area. You are in good hands with her!

Jennifer Schuster
1 review
Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value
I had no idea what to expect when I started looking for a place to buy. Katrina Barrett was truly amazing! I
contacted her on a Thursday - we discussed my options and what I was looking for. By the next day, I had
several listings in my inbox. We started looking at places on Saturday and by that Monday (in 3 days!) I
found the place I fell in love with. Katrina was able to negotiate ~ $9,000 off the asking price, which I
couldn’t believe was possible in this market. She handled every detail, even helping coordinating
terms/figures with my mortgage broker. She made this process feel effortless for me, and especially as a
first time buyer, she made me feel like family. Katrina is a pro, knows everyone, extremely reliable and was

quick to answer all my questions (even after closing). I’m so impressed! I look forward to working with her
again in the future!

Lisa Sigler
6 reviews

Katrina Barrett sold our home in The Boulders in 8 days to an all cash buyer. We also received a back up
offer which helped make sure we could move forward with our new home. She negotiated a fantastic deal
for our new dream home in Copper Sky in Far North Scottsdale. We have bought and sold other homes in
the past in Cave Creek, Sedona, Old Town Scottsdale and North Phoenix with Katrina too. She definitely
knows how to close deals. We will only be using Local Board Real Estate moving forward and recommend
Katrina to everyone!

Melanie Dufour
5 reviews
Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value
Our family has moved around Phoenix many times. Katrina Barrett was by far the best realtor we have
ever worked with! We were able to sell our house in the Central Corridor and move to Arcadia without any
hassle. Katrina came over to meet us and get a sense of our style. She listened well and knew
immediately what we wanted. We ended up buying the first house she showed us! On the other side, she
was able to get us multiple offers on our house and the whole process was stress free. When something
did come up right at the end (with a lender) that could’ve caused problem Katrina’s no worry, level head
and sensible approach kept us calm and the issue was resolved quickly. We’ve already referred her to
friends and family.

Lane
2 reviews
Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value

We listed our Central Phoenix home with Katrina and it was a great experience. She brings so much added
value to the table - a full service firm. Design, staging, photos, etc. Always there for questions and advice
24/7. Great help with videos, drone and other services in the Central Corridor to make the sale for top
dollar!

Phil Trepak
3 reviews
Positive: Professionalism, Responsiveness
Great service, takes ownership and treats clients time and money like it’s her own!
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